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ABOUT THE PROJECT
The project will involve pupils making flags of their country (postcard size) and writing
information about the flag - what the colours mean, the symbols, history of the flag etc etc.
The flags will then be exchanged/sent to all partners in the project and shared with pupils.
The project partners will also also send 10-15 questions/quiz about their country for the
partner schools to research and find the answers.
It will involve the receiving pupils looking at atlases, world maps etc to find the countries and
see where they are in the world.

AIMS
Greater knowledge of Europe and our world which they can then share with peers, families
etc
Develop map/atlas skills
Develop research skills - safe internet searches
- use of index and contents pages within books.
Use of local libraries if not enough information within a school library
WORK PROCESS
January/February
* Pupils make flags of their country (postcard size) & write information about the flag - what
the colours mean, the symbols, history of the flag etc etc. The flags will then be
exchanged/posted to all partners in the project & shared with pupils.
It will involve the receiving pupils looking at atlases, world maps etc to find the countries and
see where they are in the world. Discussing the countries in lessons.
March/April
* The project partners devise & then send/email 10-15 questions/quiz about their country for
the partner schools to research & find the answers. Questions could be about national
anthems, places, capital cities, landmarks, history, traditions, simple language, food etc. An
answer sheet can be sent too - for the teacher!
The children can work in pairs/small groups to research the answers using the internet or
books from library.
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Throughout the project
* A display can be made to show the flags/quiz around a map in our school for others to share
EXPECTED RESULTS
Displays to show the flags/quiz around a map in our school for other pupils/staff/parents to
share.
Photos of the displays to be shared amongst partners.
PARTNERS

ANJA FRANK
OSNOVNA ŠOLA DRAGOTINA KETTEJA, Ilirska Bistrica Slovenija
Caterina Cafaro

Caterina Cafaro
CDS 1 "Papa Giovanni XXIII" di Valenzano, Valenzano (Ba) Italija
Danuta Bień
Danuta Bień
Szkoła Podstawowa im. bł.ks. Jerzego Popiełuszki w Cieślach, Krasocin Poljska
Helen Broadbridge (Ustanovitelj)

Helen Broadbridge
Mordiford CE Primary School, Hereford Združeno kraljestvo
Indrė Jagminienė
Indrė Jagminienė
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Raseinių r. Šiluvos gimnazija, Šiluva Litva
Lucía Muñiz

Lucía Muñiz
CPCONDADO DE NOREÑA, Noreña Španija
Marina Hranilović Hadžić
Marina Hranilović Hadžić
Osnovna škola Kajzerica, Zagreb Hrvaška
Miranda Cauchi
Miranda Cauchi
St. Nicholas College, Mgarr Primary School, Mgarr Malta
MUTLU OZTURAN

MUTLU OZTURAN
IZMIR PRIVATE ORANTI SCHOOLS, Çiğli Turčija
Natasa Stanic

Natasa Stanic
Osnovna skola `Dusan Jerkovic` Ruma, Рума / Ruma Serbia
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